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beam tube) are available and a multicell cavity can
be assembled and analyzed automatically from the
cells in the database.
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1 Distribution and program requirements

The code is distributed via my home page. The latest version 1.4.3 can be
downloaded here http://wwwsrf.mi.infn.it/Members/pierini

BuildCavity runs on PC running Windows 2000 or Windows XP, has been
written in Visual Basic, and is redistributed in the form of an installation
package. It also works on the later Windows, such as Windows 7 or 8, but
after installation you need right click the BuildCavity.exe file and choose the
compatible mode, for example Windows XP mode. If you are using Windows
released before 2000, such as 9x or Windows NT, then you probably need
install Microsoft Data Access Component (MDAC).

No electromagnetic calculation is actually performed by BuildCavity itself, all
the cavity computing is performed by SUPERFISH. BuildCavity prepares the
SUPERFISH input files and parses the SUPERFISH outputs to gather the
cavity data. BuildCavity1.4.3 works with SUPERFISH 7. For details on
SUPERFISH itself and for instructions to download it, please refer to the Los
Alamos site (http://laacg.lanl.gov/laacg/services/download_sf.phtml ). The
BuildCavity installer does NOT include any SUPERFISH distribution.

Having said that, you will find three files in the BuildCavity distribution:

setup.exe

BuildCavity.CAB

SETUP.LST

After downloading the three files in a temporary directory, execute setup.exe
to start the installation process. The installer may ask you to reboot the
machine in order to update the system components before installing
BuildCavity.

During the installation, don’t overwrite newer system files and simply ignore
the warning or error on the failure to register the DB components. The
program gets installed anyhow and access components are in modern
windows systems (from 2000) by default. You are only asked the directory
where the program will be installed (which defaults to the \Program Files
system directory).

Be aware that the European regional settings do not work... one needs to use
"." as decimal separator instead of ",".
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2 Current Version

The current program version is 1.4.3. In the home page site we will keep
updated a CHANGES.TXT file with the most recent changes and version
numbers. This version works with Superfish version 7 and no longer with
version 6.

The splash screen at program startup displays the version number of the
program:

Figure 1: The splash screen displaying the current version.
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3 Background

First of all, a few words on the motivations that lay behind this work. In our
Laboratory we have been working on the design of elliptical shaped low beta
cavities for proton linac since a few years[1]. It is clear that this type of
cavities, compared to the electron (beta=1) geometries, suffer of worse
performances in terms of the ratio of the peak electric and magnetic surface
fields with respect to the accelerating field.

3.1 Requirements on cavity performances (e.m. and mechanical)
The superconducting cavities operational requirements impose limits on the
electric and magnetic fields on the cavity surface. It is therefore necessary
that, from the electromagnetic point of view, the cavities are designed with
low values of the ratio of peak fields with respect to the accelerating field.

Another point in the reduced beta cavity design is the poor mechanical
stability (again, if compared to the electron cavities), and since also this aspect
is influenced by the cavity geometry, it needs to be taken into account in the
cavity design.

The cavity mechanical and electromagnetic parameters depends strongly on
the cavity shape, and therefore a suitable description of the cavity geometry is
necessary in order to separate, as much as possible, the influence of a single
geometrical parameter on the cavity performances. Ideally, one would like to
achieve a parametrization where a single geometrical parameter can be
varied in order to modify a single electromagnetic or mechanical characteristic
of the cavity, leaving all the others unchanged.

3.2 Geometrical parametrization of the cell shape
In the past, people have realized that the aspect ratio of the iris ellipse is an
independent parameter that can be used to minimize the peak electric field in
the iris region, without any other modification to the electromagnetic behavior
of the cavity.

To extend this concept we developed a geometry parametrization of the cavity
shape that takes into account many electromagnetic and mechanical aspects
of the cavity performance.

BuildCavity is our tool for the investigation of the electromagnetic cavity
parameters as a function of its shape. Other tools allow the investigation of
the mechanical behavior of the cavity, and will be integrated in future
versions of BuildCavity.
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The description of the half-cell uses the following geometrical parameters,
schematically shown in Figure 1:

L is the half-cell length,
determined by the beta and
the RF wavelength through
the resonance condition
L=/4.

Riris is the bore radius at the
cavity iris.

 is the wall angle inclination.

d is the distance of the cavity
wall from the iris plane.

R=B/A is the aspect ratio of the
elliptical equator.

r=b/a is the aspect ratio of the
elliptical iris.

H is the distance between the
two ellipse centers (not
shown in the figure), which
is used as a tuning
parameter and determines
the cell radius
(D=Riris+b+B+H).

In our parametrization[2] the two ellipses are defined only through their
aspect ratio and we need a tuning algorithm that preserves this aspect ratio
(changing both the ellipse axes by the same amount). So, in order to stick to
this choice of parameters we could not easily use the available tuning codes of
the SUPERFISH package, and developed a graphic interface and tuning
program for the cavities.

1. Sc Beta Graded Cavity Design For A Proposed 350 Mhz Linac For Waste Transmutation And Energy

Production, D. Barni, A. Bosotti, C. Pagani, P. Pierini, S. Visonà, G. Gemme, R. Parodi, in Proceedings of the

1998 EPAC, Stockholm, 21-26 June 1998, p. 1870.

2. Cavity Design Tools And Applications To The Trasco Project, P. Pierini, D. Barni, A. Bosotti, G. Ciovati, C.

Pagani, in Proceedings of the Ninth Workshop on RF Superconductivity, Santa Fe, NM USA, 1-5 November

1999;

Figure 2: Cavity Shape
parametrization used for the definition
of the half-cell shape
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4 Internal cells, end cells, end groups and cavities

For sake of simplicity here I define the key elements needed to build a multi-
cell cavity with BuildCavity: the internal half-cells, the end-cells and the end
groups.

A typical multi-cell cavity and its building elements is shown in the following
figure:

Figure 3: A multi-cell cavity and its building blocks.

4.1 The internal half-cell
This is the geometry of all the internal cells of the multi-cell structure, as
described in the previous section.

4.2 The external cells
The external (edge) cells of the multi-cell cavity are connected to the beam
tubes and usually have different geometrical parameters, to compensate for
the field leak due to the tube. These cells can be of two different types: end
cells or end groups. When tuning an external cell with SUPERFISH, the full
cell geometry (plus beam tube) is modeled.

4.2.1 End cells
In this case the inner half of the cell is taken equal to the internal cell
geometry, with no possible modifications. This implies that the end cell has
the same equator radius as the internal cell. A cavity build with an internal
cell and two end cells can be fabricated with three dies.

4.2.2 End groups
In this case both half-cell geometries can be varied and the resulting cell can
have a different diameter than the internal cells. This allows the tuning when
using large beam pipes at the fundamental coupler side, when the beam pipe
perturbation would require adding a large magnetic volume to the cavity. Due
to the complexity of the logics involved the end groups can only put on the
right side of the cavity. A cavity build with an internal cell, one end cell and
one end group needs four dies for fabrication.

Left end cell Right end cell
or end group

Internal
half-cell
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5 First execution

The code needs three pieces of information (stored in registry values) in order
to function properly. At the first execution these information will be missing
and the program pops up the following configuration screen:

Figure 4: The Program setup window on first execution, allowing the
configuration of the registry keys.

This window can be also be accessed from the main program window (as it
will be shown later). The window contains a tab panel with three tabs:

5.1 Cavity Database
This tab allows to create an empty cavity database, or to select an existing
cavity database stored on a local or network drive available to your machine.

Pressing the Create New Database button will open a File Save window, where
you can specify a database name and location for your cavities. The file has an
extension *.mdb and is a standard Microsoft Access database format. Pressing
the Save button on this window the database is created and selected by
BuildCavity. The user is notified of the database creation.

NOTE

The cavity database used by BuildCavity can always be opened and examined
with Microsoft Access.
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5.2 Work Area:
The BuildCavity work area is the directory where all the SUPERFISH input
files are written and where all the outputs are stored. You should remember
that BuildCavity never automatically empties this area, so its size can
increase quite arbitrarily. However, all the input and output files necessary to
run again SUPERFISH or one of its postprocessors can be conveniently
retrieved here.

The Work Area tab of the Configuration window is the following:

Figure 5: The Work Area tab of the configuration window.

In this window you can select the desired drive on the drive list box on the left
and navigate the drive structure using the directory tree to the right. Double
click the directory you would like to use for storing the SUPERFISH files. A
text label informs you of the current selection.

Note

You can only select an existing directory here.

5.3 Superfish Path:
This tab, shown in the following Figure, allows you to select the disk and
directory where SUPERFISH (Version 5) is installed on your system. Double
click on the SUPERFISH installation directory to make the selection. A
message label will inform you if the directory contains the desired executable
(AUTOFISH.EXE).
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NOTE

Remember that BuildCavity requires the “old” SUPERFISH Version 5 and not
the most recent release (Version 6).

Figure 6: The Superfish path tab of the Configuration window.

Only when all the three pieces of information needed are set (database, work
area and SUPERFISH path), the Store configuration values button is activated
and, when pressed, the window is dismissed and the information stored in the
Windows Registry.

5.4 How to get back later to the Configuration window
You can always get back to the Configuration window (for example, to select
another cavity database or to create and use a new database) by pressing the
About button on the main program window and selecting the Setup button on
the information form that is displayed.
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6 The main BuildCavity window

The entry point of BuildCavity is the following window:

Figure 7: The main BuildCavity window.

The window is divided in five regions:

 The Cavity Geometrical Parameters area is where the geometrical
parameters of the cavity are input. The needed parameters are: the
cavity frequency (in MHz), the iris radius (in cm), the wall angle
inclination (in degrees), the aspect ratio R and r of the equator and
iris ellipses, respectively, the wall distance d (in cm), the half-cell
length (in cm) and an estimate for the distance between the ellipse
centers. A last input box allows specifying the desired cavity beta
value (that is used in the SFO calculations). If you want to specify the
geometrical beta derived from the cell length and RF frequency,
double click on the input box.
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 As the user types the values for the geometrical parameters of the
cavity this area is updated with the resulting cavity geometry. The
maximum cavity radius is reported above the cavity shape plot.

 This area is devoted to the cavity analysis or tuning through
SUPERFISH. The Run Superfish button allows running a single
instance of SUPERFISH on the cavity geometry and displaying the
summary results. In this case the frequency that has been specified in
the input box is only used as the SUPERFISH starting frequency.
The Tune! button allows to start the cavity tuning process. An iterated
SUPERFISH execution is performed, varying the cavity geometry
according to the Slater coefficients reported by SUPERFISH until
convergence to the desired frequency is reached. In order to perform
the cavity tuning BuildCavity asks the desired tuning accuracy to
use.

When one of the two SUPERFISH control buttons is launched
BuildCavity opens a File Save dialog box, positioned in the working
directory that has been chosen in the Configuration window, where you
can specify the name of the input file to use for the SUPERFISH
simulations. The input file is saved with the *.reg extension.

NOTES

If you want to retrieve all the data of the SUPERFISH run, open a Command
Prompt box and change to the working directory. Here you will find all the
SUPERFISH/SFO input/output files. From here you can also use VGAPLOT
to view the fields and cavity geometry.

Don’t specify a name with embedded spaces and keep it shorter than 8
characters or SUPERFISH will not be able to address it.

In order to determine the cell-to-cell coupling, when the cavity is beng
tuned, the last SUPERFISH simulation is performed with the proper
boundary condition for the zero mode of the infinitely periodic
structure. The cell-to-cell coupling is evaluated from:

  20

0

ff

ff
k









The next figure shows the same window of Figure 7 after tuning the
cavity with a tuning accuracy of 100 kHz. The values extracted from
the SFO output can be seen in the summary frame (Superfish
Execution).
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Figure 8: The same cavity of Figure 7 after the tuning process. See how only
the centers distance H has been varied during the tuning.

The inner cell tuning is controlled by the dF/dR Slater perturbation
coefficient at the equator.

 In this area four buttons allow to design end cells and multicell
cavities, and interact with the cavity database.

The Cavity Database button allows managing the database table of
internal cells. After tuning a half-cell the database can be accessed
and the cavity can be stored in it. Directly pressing this button after
the program starts allows retrieving a geometry from the database.
The Cavity database window is described in the following sections.

The MultiCell button allows displaying the Build MultiCell window,
described in the following. From this window a multi-cell cavity can
be assembled from the internal and end cells stored in the database.
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The End Cell Tune button allows analyzing and tuning the end cell
geometry, including the cutoff tube. The whole last cell of the cavity
(plus the beam tube) is considered for the SUPERFISH geometry. In
this procedure only the parameters of the beam tube and of the outer
half-cell can be varied. The inner half-cell is considered to be equal to
the internal cell. This button is only active when an internal cell has
been tuned and stored in the database. The End Cell window is
described in the following sections. The tuning in this case is
performed varying only the wall angle of the outer half-cell.

The End Group Tune button is a slight variation of the above
procedure. In this case the parameters of both half-cells can be varied.
The tuning is obtained varying the diameter of the whole end cell of
the cavity. This additional freedom to change the cell parameters
implies that one needs an extra die to manufacture the cavity half
cells. The End Group window is described in the following sections.

 The window status bar panes report the full pathname of the cavity
database file, the status of the cavity under examination (if it has
been tuned or not), the index of the cavity in the database (or a –1 to
indicate that the cavity has not been stored yet in the database) and
the current date and time.
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7 The Cavity Database window

This is the window that allows to store, retrieve and delete the internal half-
cells from the cavity database.

Figure 9: The Select Cavity window.

The window, shown in Figure 9 is divided in two parts. To the left a tabular
view of the database is presented. Each cavity has a unique index in the
database (automatically determined by BuildCavity), a text caption reporting
the username and the date in which it has been stores, and the geometrical
and output cavity parameters (this table can be scrolled to show all the
information). The currently selected cavity is indicated by a black triangle in
the leftmost column. You can change the selected cavity by clicking on
another line. The four buttons (Start, Next, Previous, End) on top of the table
allow the navigation in the database.

The four buttons below the database table allow: retrieving a half-cell from
the database for additional tuning of for varying the geometry (Get Cavity
button), storing a half-cell in the database (Put Cavity button), deleting a half-
cell from the database (Kill Cavity button) or writing the geometry for building
an ANSYS™ model of the cell (Output to ANSYS).

In the right pane a detailed output of all the cavity geometrical and
electromagnetic parameters is grouped in the Parameters frame. The (output)
electromagnetic parameters are shown in blue, along with the actual
geometric beta of the half-cell (derived from the cell length and RF frequency).

7.1 Adding a cell to the database
When an internal half-cell has been tuned from the main BuildCavity window
(and the status bar at the end of this window can confirm that the cavity has
been tuned) you can use the Put Cavity button to store the cell in the
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database. It the cell is a new cell (that is the database index is set to –1),
BuildCavity adds the cell at the end of the database, choosing a new unused
index. If the cell has already been retrieved from the database and you only
performed a tuning with a different frequency accuracy, the database will be
updated with the new values for the new frequency tuning.

NOTE

Any time a cell has been retrieved from the database and one of the geometrical
parameters is varied from the main window; the cavity is flagged as a “new”
cavity (putting a –1 in the index field). However, no control is made that a cell
with exactly the same parameters is already present in the database.

You cannot update a cell if either end cells or end groups referring to their
geometry exist in the database. This control is needed to ensure that the inner
cell equatorial diameter remains consistent with that required by the end cells. If
you retune such a cavity and store it in the database BuildCavity will issue a
warning and will insert the cavity as a new cavity (with a new index).

7.2 Retrieving a cell from the database
Selecting a cell from the table and clicking on the Get Cavity button will restore
the main BuildCavity dialog, loading the cell geometry. At this point the
chosen cell can either be retuned with a different tuning sensitivity or the
geometrical parameters can be modified. In this latter case the flag in the
status bar indicating the cell index in the database is reset to –1, indicating a
new geometry.

7.3 Deleting a cell from the database
Selecting a cell from the table and clicking on the Kill Cavity button you can
delete the cavity from the database, after being asked confirmation.

No cells that is flagged having matching end cells or end groups can be
deleted from the database. If you try to do so, BuildCavity warns you about
the impossibility to do so.

7.4 Additional database maintenance
The database used by BuildCavity is a standard Microsoft Access database
and, as such, can be directly opened, updated and queried with Microsoft
Access. While you may do so, please keep in mind that modifying manually
the database can result in inconsistencies between the database tables, that
may prevent BuildCavity to function properly.

A small database query tool, to extract the information stored in the database,
is in preparation and will be distributed in the future.
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8 The End Cell window

When an internal cell has been tuned and added to the database, the End Cell
Tuner window can be displayed.

Figure 10: The End Cell Tuner window.

This window is similar to the main BuildCavity window. The Cavity Geometrical
Parameters frame is split in two columns. The leftmost column reports the
geometrical parameter of the current internal cell, which is used as the inner
half-cell for the end cell geometry, and all the values are grayed to indicate
that they cannot be modified. The rightmost column contains the geometrical
input for the external half-cell of the group. Most values are copied by default
from the inner cell, except the wall angle, which is increased by half a degree
and the equatorial ellipse, which is increased by 0.1. Two input boxes control
the beam tube parameters:

Tube Length Is the total length of the beam tube (in cm).

Tube Length @ Riris Is used when the iris radius of the last iris is
greater than the iris radius of the internal cell. In this case, this is the
length of the tube to be kept at the larger radius. A 45-degree
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transition is then made to the internal cell iris radius. If this value is
zero or if the values of the iris radii and beam length are inconsistent
between themselves, the code defaults to keeping the end half-cell iris
radius all over the value provided in the Tube Length box. If you want
to keep the whole tube radius at the value of the end iris please set
this value to zero (even if this choice is counterintuitive, I know…).

As in the main window, the Superfish Execution frame contains the two buttons
that control the SUPERFISH execution (Run Superfish and Tune!) and the code
output will be displayed in this area.

BuildCavity performs the tuning of the resulting cell by varying only the wall
angle () of the external half-cell. It is important to note that the tuning is
performed to the frequency value contained in the frequency text box, which
defaults to the SUPERFISH frequency of the internal cell. The tuning
accuracy value will be prompted after pressing the Tune! button.

Field Flatness and cell frequencies

In reduced beta cavity the requirement on field flatness does not imply that the
internal cell and the external cell has exactly the same frequency. This can be
explained in a simple way. Due to the cell shortening with respect to the =1
geometry and to the presence of the beam tube, the field lines at the last inter-
cell iris have a deformed pattern with respect to the innermost irises. This
reflects in the last cell having a different capacitive coupling with respect to the
inner cells and hence the requirement for all cells being at exactly the same
frequency ceases to hold.

A number of iterations with the multi cell simulations is required to achieve the
desired field flatness by slightly adjusting the end cell frequency.

The status bar displays the cavity database pathname in the first pane and
the internal half-cell database index in the second pane.

After the end cell has been tuned, a window will be offer the choice of storing
the geometry and results in the database. Be sure to save the cell in the
database if you are satisfied with its performances and you want to build a
multi-cell cavity with it.

NOTE

End cavities are always stored in a separate table of the database with a reference
to the internal cell used to analyze them. This is required in order to match the
two geometries.
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9 The End Group window

A different tuning strategy for the end cell can be chosen from the main
window with the End Group Tune button.

In the cases where on the main coupler side a bigger beam tube is required in
order to provide the power coupling, for the lowest beta cavities the
perturbation introduced by the tube may lead to a big variation of the wall
angle to recover the desired frequency. This may influence the behavior of the
cavity under Lorentz forces, for the case of pulsed operation. In this case it
could be more effective to use an additional half-cell die and rely on the big
“Slater coefficient” of the cell at the equator to perform the cavity tuning. With
the End Group Tune button the geometry of the last two half-cells of the cavity
can be modified and BuildCavity tunes the cell automatically by varying the
whole cell diameter (with respect to that of the inner cells).

Figure 11: The End Group Window

This window is similar to the End Cell window. The two columns of the Cavity
Geometrical Parameters frame can be modified independently. The only
parameter that cannot be altered is the iris radius of the inner half-cell, that
needs to match the internal cell geometry. Most values are copied by default
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from the inner cell and can be altered. The same two input boxes (Tube Length
and Tube Length @ Riris) available in the End Cell window control the beam
tube parameters, and have the same meaning and usage.

As in the main window, the Superfish Execution frame contains the two buttons
that control the SUPERFISH execution (Run Superfish and Tune!) and the code
output will be displayed in this area.

BuildCavity performs the end group tuning of the resulting cell by varying the
cavity radius (that is, the H parameters of the two half-cells, in terms of our
parametrization). It is important to note that the tuning is performed to the
frequency value contained in the frequency text box, which defaults to the
SUPERFISH frequency of the internal cell. The tuning accuracy value will be
prompted after pressing the Tune! button. The same note on the cell frequency
needed for the cavity field flatness holds for the End Group case.

The status bar displays the cavity database pathname in the first pane and
the internal half-cell database index in the second pane.

After the end group has been tuned, a window will be offer the choice of
storing the geometry and results in the database. Be sure to save the cell in
the database if you are satisfied with its performances and you want to build
a multi-cell cavity with it.

NOTE

End groups information are always stored in a separate table of the database
with a reference to the internal cell used to analyze them. This is required in
order to match the geometries.
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10 The Build MultiCell window

The minimal requirement to build a multicell cavity is to have a database
with at least an internal cell and either an end cell (to be used at both cavity
ends) or two end cells (one for the coupler side and one for the other side) or
one end cell and one end group. The MultiCell button on the main window can
be used to load the MultiCell window, shown below.

Figure 12: The MultiCell window.

This window shows three different views of the cell database. On the left all
the internal cell that have at least a matching end cell or end group are
displayed in a table. Clicking on one of these cells will show on the two tables
on the right the matching end cells (upper table) and end groups (lower table,
if any). These tables can be scrolled to review all the geometrical and
electromagnetic characteristics of the cells.

Below the tables an input box displays the currently selected internal cell, and
two list boxes are loaded with the indexes of the end cells and end groups. The
last input box allows to input the desired number of cells of the multicell
cavity. By clicking on the down arrow of the two list boxes the user can select
the desired end cell or end group to use.
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The only built-in constraint is that end groups can be used only on the right
side of the cavity (as stated by the caption). In the corresponding list box (with
the label: Choose Right End Cell or End Group) first the indexes of the end cells
are listed then, after a separator, the indexes of the end groups are listed.

Figure 13: The end cell/end group chooser.

After filling all the needed information, pressing the SuperFish Execution
button starts the SUPERFISH analysis of the multicell geometry. When the
SUPERFISH run is ended the following summary window is displayed:

Figure 14: The cavity Output initial window.

This window shows on the top left frame a summary of the output cavity
parameters from the SUPERFISH run. An edit box displays the field peaks in
all the cells, and the calculated field flatness from these values. The top right
plot displays the on-axis field along the cavity, and the geometry is shown in
the bottom left portion of the window.

End Cells

End Groups
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Two edit boxes in the MultiCell Output Parameters frame of the window can
be used to specify the lowest and highest beta values of the particles that need
to be accelerated with this structure. After filling these information and
pressing the Plot Numerical TTF curve and effective beta button, an additional
graph of the computed transit time factor curve is displayed in the bottom left
part of the window. In this graphs two curves are shown. The red curve is the
computed TTF curve from the on-axis curve, while the blue curve is the TTF
curve of a purely sinusoidal ideal cavity with an effective beta that best
matches the numerical TTF. (This effective beta can be used for beam
dynamics simulations that use a purely sinusoidal cavity field).

The resulting window is shown in the following:

Figure 15: The Cavity Output window, complete with the TTF curves.

After displaying the TTF curves, the Print… button is activated and a summary
page of the geometrical and electromagnetic parameters of both the half-cells
and the full multi-cell cavity can be printed. This summary page contains the
plots in the output window and the relevant parameters stored in the
database. In the following and example case is shown.
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Figure 16: Summary output printed by Buildcavity.
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11 Mechanical analysis of the cavities

In our laboratory, BuildCavity is used in cooperation with a set of ANSYS™
command files and programs in order to rapidly build either from the
parametrized geometry or from the SUPERFISH output a finite element
model (2D axisymmetric or fully 3D) of the cells and cavities. The cavity fields
of SUPERFISH can also be loaded on the FE model as radiation pressure for
Lorentz force detuning calculations.

From these tools a full analysis of the mechanical properties of the cavity can
be performed, including: mechanical stability under vacuum load, cavity
vibrational eigenmodes (transverse and longitudinal), tuning analysis and
stiffening calculations for (static) Lorentz forces detuning.

In future versions we will integrate the automatic preparation of the ANSYS
models in BuildCavity.
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